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УДО 536.7; 530.1.45:530.12

А.Н.Махлин, Ю.М.Синюков

Релятивистская матрица плотности в диагональном импульсном
представлении. Боэе-газ

Получена релятивистски-инвариантная формулировка теории иде-
ального Бозе-газа, основанная на диагональном импульсном пред-
ставлении для матрицы плотности. Найдены средние числа за-
полнения и корреляционные функции для статистических систем
в произвольных инерциальных системах отсчета на поверхностях
постоянного времени. Ддя получения термодинамических харак-
теристик газов, движущихся как целое, развит метод релятивист-
ской статистической суммы.

A.N.Makhlin, Yu.M.Sinyukov

Helativiatic Density Matrix in the Diagonal

Momentum Representation.Boae-Gas

The relativistic-invariance treatment of the ideal Bose-sys-

tera arising from the diagonal momentum representation for

the density matrix is developed. The average ocoupation

members and their correlators for statistical systems in

arbitrary inertial frames are found on the equal-time hyper-

surfaces. The relativistic partition function method for the

calculation of thermodynamio properties of gases moving as

a whole is constructed.
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The relativistic-invariance formulation of the ideal

gases statistical theory has been presented in the previous

papers of this cycle [1»2]. It allowed us to give a descrip-

tion of atatistioal systems in an arbitrary inertial frame

on the equal-time surfaces. The peculiarity of this theory

implies a due regard for the non-closedness of the statis-

tical system arising from its interaction with external

bodies (e.g. the walls of the box retaining gas). Such an

interaction guarantees the equilibrium of the statistical

system and leads to nontrivial phenomena in the relativla-

tic case Гз}--
The papers Г1] and [2] have accounted for non-closednesn

of the .system via imposing the relativistio-invariance boun-

dary conditions on the equations for the boson or fermion

fields in order to ensure the absence of particles flow off

the system volume. The density matrix in the momenta rep-

resentation appears to be nondiagonal under these conditions.

It follows from the rigid phase coupling between the plane

waves constituting the proper standing waves of the eystem

in the rest frame. A specific character of boundary conditions

(for the scalar field they are simply Ч*(Х)- О on the volume

border) is revealed also in correlations between different-
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energy particles of a gas moving as a whole [it2].

It is weel-known in the thermodynumical limit the majo-

j rity of ideal gas properties should not depend upon the

\ choice of boundary conditions. But it does not concern the

correlation functions as they arise from the Identity of

particles. Description of the correlations based on the pe-

riodic boundary conditions seoms to be more adequate for most

I tf the applications [4] • In this case only correlators with

! equal momenta of particles differ, from zero.

I Prom the relativiatic point of view an implication of pe-

riodic boundary conditions contrary to the retaining ones,

is however less consistent step. Indeed the periodicity in

space directions of fundamental volume can be shown to be

compatible with the relativiatic field equation only in the

rest frame of this volume. In this paper we give the rela-

tivist ic-invariant description of quantum Bose gas on the

equal-time hypersurfaces. The boundary conditions are set

00variantly in such a way that in the rest frame they reduce

to the usual periodic conditions in space directions of the

volume containing the system. This approach allows us to get

the relativietic invariant generalization of the statistical

theory of ideal gases based on the eigenfunctions of momentum

operator.

2. Let us treat the equilibrium gas of free uncharged bo-

jons of mass m in a rectangular region of volume A£ =abc.

The asterisk denotes the quantities measured in a rest frame

of gas. Equation of motion for the field of these particles

reads ao

(O-mL) 4>(*)=0. (1)

The periodic boundary conditions on the hypersurface 2?̂  '•
t* auonst are imposed.

where
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are four-vectors defining directions of periodicity in the

Minkowuki apace. As V ia the scalar field the boundary

conditions in the (t,x)-frame, where the gaa moves with 4

veloclty U
M
 = С U°

t
 U

l
, O

t
 O) , are to be

(3)

These relations are the covariant form of periodic boundary

conditions on the hyperaurface IE..» '• t* =»const. In terms of

(t,3c) -frame the hyperaurface has the form

The plane waves are taken аз the basic set of c-number

solutions of Eq. (1) with boundary conditions (3):

where

A
 (6)

and

П =(n
1
,n

li
n
z
) _ /7. = O,H,
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The functions »n fx) fora the orthonormal set with
scalar product

defined on the part of hypereurface £-±* (tjX) enoirc-
led by the world lines of the box bounds %

In the secondary quantisation picture the operators &
Л

and CL
n
 contributing to the field operator W x J expan-

aion (5) obey the commutation relations

к, К (10)

The baaio wave functions Ч
п
Ы) are invariantly defined In any

reference frame» The corresponding operators are used to

construct the invariant Fock space of states:

a*io> , П
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The locally conserved dynamical variables are expressed via

the field operator lf(x) in a usual manner:

(13)

= ) [ Л 4 /W - "»* **<**}.

The integral quantities,namely,the operator Л/fe)of a to-

tal number of particles crossing the hyperaurfaoe £ and

the energj-momentum operator jf^flE) on this surface are defi

ned in a standard way:

In accordance with the observers equivalence pinclple we

study the physical properties of the system on hypersurfacee

of equal time in an arbitrary inertia! (xvt)-frame* So we

take £s Z . : teconst in Bqs. (14)- It is easy to verify

that only in the case of JEg ~ Z. j* , the number of par-

ticles ft/ (l[t) and energy-momentum Р(Ж+ ^operators are

represented as simple mode sums:

= z <*. (15)
П П } л / я Я П .

П
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OJQ the surfaces ^-1 tn ^ *ne moviag frames such a rep-
resentation doesn't take place. Moreover the Pock state vec-
tors (11) being the eigenvectors of /v(21^*) operator
with the integer eigenvalues appear not to be even eigen-
vectors of the Ar(£j) -operator if 2"^ $ 5ff*
The latter arises just from non-closedness of the system
of particles in a cell of periodicity.

Visually it looks as follows. In the rest JJ * ,зс* )-
frame of a gas the equal-time surface 2.^(t ,X*) of moving

(t,x)-frame reads as Z
i
(t*,X

M
) -. t*-VX^ «const

(See Pig.1). Operator /VY<^J
f o r tJae f i x e d

 surface 2 ^

is invariant and can be found in the (t
y
 ,x*̂  )-frame on the

surface £+ '^», ̂ */ • ®*e local conservation of cur-
rent (12) permits to bind A/(Z± ) and A/fZ.^) (see Pig.

(16)

The flows of particles through the time-like surfaces
and Z\ do not equal zero and each other:\

where \oiy is an arbitrary state vector from Fock враое (11)
except l О У , and this arises from the non-closedness

of the system. Only when 2.f differs from 2^л • ̂
x
 =» О by

the time shift excludingly ( V =0):Z. (t** ,x* )»t«const
t

the right-hand side of (16) becomes zero, because 2.„ and

T.
L
 have equal areas and constitute a space period apart.

This leads to the compensation of incoming and outgoing flows

and the numbers of particles with any momentum whose world

lines cross the surfaces t^ =0 and t* =»const И О coincide as

well as the very operators. But this compensation of flows
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through the time-like surfaces fails when the surface

doesn't coincide withZ^*: t*aconat; i.e. when the equal-

time surface is given in the frame of reference where the

gas velocity V* fi О .So the equality of A/feZ^) and

A'(*£i*) breaks down. Hence the eigenvectors (11) of
the operator Af(^j-K) cannot be those of A^(^E^) . Tlie
latter gives riae to nondiagonal structure of the Л/(Tl^

in the basis of invariant state space (11):

(18)

where

In order to clarify the situation and introduce the ope-

rators /^(IC,^^) of number of particles with the given

momentum £ the Wigner representation of bilinear operators
happens to be suitable £5j * This representation implies the
density of particles on the surface t=const to be written as

(20)

(21)
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— •

The operator of number of particles of momentum К in the

volume V
s
 *j/t(,

0
 °a the hypersurfaoe 2l x : twoonst ie

defined as

Mk.lt) = ld
3
j?Jdk° Mx, k)
-QO

where the bounds of integration are given by (9). It ia

easy to verify that

where Лил' aagg defined by Eq. (19).Aa far as only discrete

values Jc « ^^ "̂  i-fart) of momenta are allowed the
delta-function ia implied to be the Kronecker symbol. The

total number of particles operator reads as

(24)- I
k

The off diagonal elements of operators ArfMg^^) and

/V*(2Ei) are due to the boundary conditions. They do not

contribute to one-particle distribution function

but are significant for the correlation function

Their contribution remains even in the thermodynamical limit.

3. The statistical averages are calculated by means of

density matrix. It is defined on the invariant state apace

(11) and is also invariant,i.e. it can be given in any frame.

In tho rest frame it is the matrix of statistical operator
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Ь'о all the tharmodynamical and statistical properties of the

ayatem on the equal-time uurface in an arbitrary inertial

frame can bo obtained by means of averaging the operators Re-

fined in the basie (11) on the &t -surface.

The average number of particles with momentum P on

t uurface in the Bose-gas moving as a whole with

the 4-velocity U^ reads as

(26)

where the fugacity i- «1. The correlation function in momen-

tum space is defined like

In virtue of thermodynamical Wick theorem in the large volume

approximation we get

-i #

(27)

The anisotropy is peculiar to the expressions (20) and

(27). The average occupation numbers of the given P
n
 (or

given n) -level are not invariants, and this is also due

to non-cloaedness of the system.But the total number of

particles is surely invariant.

<4
 =

In tho reat frame of reference the correlation function de-

pends upon the energies of particles only and is ieotropio

with respect to the momenta directions. In a fijoving frame,

as seen from Eq. (27), the correlation function of two partic-

les with the same laoinentuni \ Use same quantum number i<) change^
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atid acquires the aniaotropy. The correlation increases for

the monenta with positive projections on the direction of

motion and decreases for the negative ones. Contrary to the

case of retaining boundary conditions only the particles of

equal 4-momentum Pn correlate.

The rule for Jransition from the discrete to continuo-

us momenta in the limit of\£ —#-Cxs> follows from formulas (7)

(7) and reads an

(Urf f> . (29)
с

The density of particles in the momentum space transfers from

(26) to

I/ V / .„ P'b- . \~
L

(30)

where V
 =
 */bL° is the Lorentz-contraoted volume.

Eq. (27) for density correlations transfers to

In order to define thermodynamical energy, momenta and

pressure on the £.. surface the averages of local energy-

momentum densities are to be found. The direct calculation

gives

< 1Lt»)> =(e *nl
№ -Л

1
 ; <Т„м> = Л

1

(32)
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The rest components are zero. Here

(3JJ

are invariants. In the limit of great volume

*

because of (29). Then

(35)

where invariant quantities S and «/ in the averaged ten-

sor (35) stand for the energy density and pressure in the

rest frame. This leads to the following total thennodynatuical

energy and momenta of the system on the 2.f hypersurface

in the moving inertial fx'ame

(36)

£
The method of partition function for the calculation

of thermodynamic quantities on the hypersurface 2 ^ in an ar-
bitrary frame will be given for the conclusion of this section.
The partition function 2Г defined according to (25) is an

invariant and can be written in the next form:
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„
( э т )

where X, я Л о1 and Л
п
 are auch numbers that ^**

tt
n

b
n

s
 **

+• -"--л, /s>, n ~ 2 . These пишЬегз can be chosen in such a wey

that the classical prescription for the evaluation of ̂  ЛС У

will be valid: - "

Comparing with (26) we actually find

( 3 9 )

Thereby we find the partition function representation on the

surface HL^.

The \™pfy is calculated via (38). The total particles number

is defined by
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The prescription for the evaluation of correlators looks like

•Г 7*

and makes use of (38)• Thermodynamical energy and momentum

in the moving frame are as follows:

ri (43)

Though the partition function (40) is an invariant, the to-

tal energy and momentum of the system do not make up a

4-vector. The invariant pressure is also determined by the

partition function of the grand canonical ensemble in a usual

way

In the continuous limit the logarithm of the partition func-

tion (40) on the surface 2Г{. reads as

where the contribution of the lowest level is singled out.

4* Some principal points should be underlined for conc-

lusion. The theory of ideal gases is well known to permit

the two formulations, based on the retaining (or "aero") and

periodic boundary conditions for the solutions of quantum

(either relativistic or not) equations of motion. It is ac-

tually shown in this paper that the statistical relativistio

invariance theory describing the ideal gases in an arbitrary
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inertial frame also allows two approaches. In the previous

papers fi,2J the approaoh based on the retaining invariant

boundary conditions has been used. In this case the density

matrix of a system regarded at the equal-time surface appears

l;o be nondiagonal and relativiatioally noninvariant in the

momentum representation. Only the partition function keeps

invariance. Operators of observables are diagonal in this

representation.

It is shown in this paper that the relativistic-invari-

unt formulation of ideal gasee statistical theory baaed on

the covariant generalization of periodic boundary conditions

is possible also. In this approach the density matrix turns

out to be relativiatic invariant arid diagonal but the ope-

rators physical quantities are not of this sort.

In the therraodynamical limit all the quantities calcu-

lated in both approaches by means of one-particle distribu-

tions coincide. The distinction is manifested only via the

correlations due to the exchange forces. Prom the physical

point of view it arises from the presence or absence of oo-

herent superpositions in space of momentum eigenfunctions.

Just this coherence is peculiar to the retaining boundary

conditions.

The choice of periodio or retaining conditions should

be appointed by the specificity of the problem.

The authors are indebted to G.M.Zinovjev for the fruit-

ful discussions and all the members of the ITP High Energy

Density Laboratory for useful remarks.
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i

Pig.I.Hypersurfaces for the investigation of statistical system

in the coordinates of the (t*,x*) rest frame. 2Г- rt^eO

.:teconst»

a u t+-u x# is the surface of equal time in that frame

where the thermodynamical aystem move3 at the 4-velocity
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